
Nick Babcock
nbabcock19@hotmail.com | Github: nickbabcock | nickb.dev

Software developer with 10 years of professional experience that can draw from a deep repertoire of
fullstack and DevOps knowledge. Versatile in everything from utilizing hardware intrinsics in Rust
and Webassembly to attaining low latency, responsive, and accessible React applications with an
emphasis on developer ergonomics. Coding is my passion. Remote since 2017.

EMPLOYMENT
Dropps.com - Principal developer - (May 2021 - current):

Architected resilient, serverless product flows for over 500,000 subscriptions
Eliminated $50k in recurring accessibility expenses with better coding standards
Improved Core Web Vitals by 2x across the board with asset prioritization and bloat trimming
Reduced developer onboarding to minutes with devcontainers and automated PR deployments

TotalCAE - Lead developer - (May 2012 - May 2021):

As employee #1, built cornerstone HPC management web portal
Optimized cluster analytic engine 10,000x for world’s biggest customers
Rewrote legacy patient index for thousandfold improvement in efficiency
Consistently led successful tech choices, weighing company priorities
Grew welcoming dev team that iterated on partner customizations within hours

ASK ME ABOUT
How I write the fastest open source parsers and other libraries
The web app I created, PDX Tools, or any other sites: (1, 2)
The many technical blog articles I’ve written since 2012
Why I love Rust, Webassembly, and edge compute
My experience as an open source creator and core contributor
My philosophy around dependencies
My worst technical decisions (hint: one involves MongoDB)
What I am learning about now
My fondness for board games, tiny computers, and home labs

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Computer Science Engineering from the University of Michigan. Graduated Magna
Cum Laude in 3½ years while professionally coding near full time. Reached top 20 out of 7900 in
Google’s AI competition as a freshman.
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